
Parameter Setting Comment Your suggestion for
the right parameter

P01 2
P02 0
P03 48
P04 10

P05 1

I am not sure what is meant here. The chain gear box
has riding gears, the motor has 5 support levels.
Please comment that value “1” is the right setting
here.

P06 20

The manual refers to a code here for the wheel
diameter. 20 inches would require a setting of “2”.
But the value cannot be set below five. Therefore I
assume, that we are not supposed to use the code
referred to in the manual but have to put in the exact
diameter in inches. Please state if this is correct.

P07 1
This was the factory setting. But I do not understood
what it means. Please state the right parameter for
this motor and this bike!

P08 25 We chose this limit based on German law.

P09 0 Factory setting. Please explain the use of this
parameter further.

P10 2 We could not make out any difference between 0 and
2. But 0 would be the preferred choice.

P11 12
P12 2

P13 12 Factory setting. Please confirm that this is the correct
value.

P14 18 Factory setting.
P15 39.1 Factory setting
P16 0

P17 0
We could not make out any difference between 0 and
1. But we would like to limit the cruising speed to 6
km/h (possible?)

P18 100 Factory setting.

P19 0 We do not understand this parameter. Please confirm
if this is the correct value.

P20 4

ATTENTION: The manual refers to values 0, 1,
2, and 3. We are not able to change this value to
one of the above and the meaning of 4 is not
described in the manual.

P21 90 Factory setting

P22 117 Factory setting

P23 150 Factory setting

P24 180 Factory setting

P25 220 Factory setting

P26 1 We wanted to use this parameter to reduce maximum
speed in cruise mode to 6 km/h. It did not work.


